
Multimedia concert with unique music composed for the painted film 
adaptation of Nobel awarded book „The Peasants”

FILM ORCHESTRA



A multimedia concert featuring original music composed for “The 
Peasants”, a film adaptation by Academy Award winning studio BreakThru 
Films of Władysław Reymont’s Nobel Prize-winning novel. It will be a unique, 
trans-genre, multimedia spectacular, introducing a diverse range of 
instruments and musical styles from Eastern Europe’s deep past.

The program will include works specifically composed for "The Peasants", 
the latest film from the creators of "Loving Vincent" - the world's first fully 
painted feature film- a break out worldwide hit, also the most 
internationally successful Polish film of all time, and which was nominated 
for a BAFTA, a Golden Globe and an Academy Award in 2018. “The Peasants" 
combines Reymont’s Nobel Prize-winning story with the popular painting 
style of the 19th Century Realists and prominently featuring masterpieces 
from the Young Poland movement.

The film’s composer, Łukasz L.U.C. Rostkowski, recipient of  the prestigious 
Paszport Polityki and Mateusze Trojki cultural awards, has invited the most 
innovative folk music creators currently working in Poland to join with the 
international Rebel Babel Film Orchestra to create a cross-cultural 
compendium inspired by Old Slavic music.



CONCEPT The project will showcase rare historical instruments, fresh to modern 
ears, gently supported by sampling. Instruments such as Crank lyres, 
Terkotki drums, Płock fiddles, Biłgoraj suka, piszczałki flutes, 
tubmarines, Wielkopolska bagpipes and, of course, singing will 
create a mystical landscape, complemented by remixed scenes from 
the film, paintings from the film and clips revealing the unique 
process by which the film was made.

Modern forms of arrangement, rhythm and sampling will be used to 
present rare and haunting folk instruments in an accessible form for 
modern audiences, allowing them to rediscover, connect to and be 
entertained by their own deep heritage.

Władysław Reymont brought to life a simple, immediate, yet highly 
evocative peasant language, to create a rich and sophisticated epic 
at the pinnacle of literary achievement. L.U.C. drew inspiration from 
this, musically using folk instruments to build beautiful and 
expansive themes (sometimes intentionally played in a classical 
style). Rebel Babel Film Orchestra refers here both to the typical 
three-beat meter, with the presence of mazurka rhythms, with the 
predominance of the two-beat construction of phrases in the 
presence of tempo rubato, with a dance function, as well as to simple 
bars, e.g., polka.

For the needs of this unique project, a special line-up of the 
transcultural big band Rebel Babel Film Orchestra was built, to which 
many outstanding musicians, deeply rooted in early Polish music, 
were invited (Laboratorium Pieśni, Maria Pomianowska, Tęgie 
Chłopy).



FORM

The classical team of the project consists of 7-8 musicians (drums, bass, 
tuba, violin, accordion, clarinet, suka, hurdy-gurdy). Depending on the 
financial and technical capabilities of the concert organizer, this 
ensemble may be supplemented by additional singing soloists 
(including stars of the film such as Sonia Bohosiewicz, Malgorzata 
Kozuchowska, and Julia Wieniawa) and musicians local to where the 
concert takes place. The latter will also participate in workshop events 
around the concert. Inviting local orchestras and ensembles is a 
concept integral to Rebel Babel Film Orchestra. So far, more than 11,000 
musicians from 15 countries have been connected through such events. 

The Rebel Babel Film Orchestra can join with a local symphony 
orchestra or big band and expand its team even to 100 musicians. It is 
conducted by Łukasz L.U.C. Rostkowski, who has a wealth of experience 

conducting such large-scale performances. 

This extraordinary project reveals the history, richness, beauty, and 
multiplicity of Polish and Slavic ethnographic groups. It presents 
world-class folk music, originating from the tribes of Wielkopolanie, 
Małopolanie, Mazury and Sieradzo-Łęczyca accented with Ukrainian, 
Bulgarian, and Serbian motifs.

This music moves hearts, stimulates the imagination and provokes 
emotions. With its clarity and simplicity, broken down by surprising 
solutions, it is memorable and constitutes an interesting compendium 
of Slavic roots music, which we want to proudly present around 
the world.





LUKASZ

L.U.C. ROSTKOWSKI

Łukasz L.U.C. Rostkowski - music producer, vocalist, composer, 
songwriter and music video and concert director, awarded, 
among others, with Paszport Polityki, Mateusz Trójki, Wroclaw 
Music Award, Ale Sztuka Award, Slizger, Diamonds of Lower 
Silesia and twice with Yachem, hailed by journalists as the 
Artist of the XXI century.

This charismatic artist is valued for the breadth and boldness 
of his productions, eclecticism, original performances and 
unconventional musical solutions. In his compositions he 
deliberately crosses numerous genres, creating on the 
borderline of nu jazz, trip-hop, hip-hop, reggae, folk, electronic 
and classical. His greatest passion is combining music with 
images and words. In 2004 he created his private philosophy of 
the four galaxies of art which involves treating Music, Film, 
Graphics and Words as one summative message.

In 2015, with Jan Feat, he founded the international big band 
REBEL BABEL FILM ORCHESTRA under the auspices of the 
European Capital of Culture Wrocław 2016, of which he became 
the leader. He has composed and recorded with many 
outstanding instrumentalists and vocalists, including the great 
jazz vocalist Urszula Dudziak, Michał Urbaniak, Zbigniew 
Namysłowski, Leszek Możdżer, Pokahontaz, Kalibr 44, Maria 
Peszek, Krystyna Prońko, Grubson, Promoe, Rapsusklei and the 
Icelandic Mum. He supported live TRICKI, THE PRODIGY, TALIBA 
KWELI, COLDCUT, MASSIVE ATTACK and many other world class 
artists.

Łukasz L.U.C. Rostkowski is also a creator of educational art 
and social projects such as Rymoliryktando promoting the 
culture of language or Understanding Poland (Zrozumieć 
Polskę) - modern and artistic history lessons focusing on 
multimedia historical performances.



POSSIBLE VARIANTS OF PERFORMANCE

Small acoustic stage concert 
4-6 musicians + Łukasz L.U.C. Rostkowski

Street acoustic performance
4-6 musicians + Łukasz L.U.C. Rostkowski

Full concert with live visuals
depending on the size of the ensemble: 
8 - 40 musicians + Łukasz L.U.C. Rostkowski 



This unique big band has brought together 11,000 musicians 
from 15 countries over several years. The innovative 360 
Orchestra gives concerts all over the world, organising 
workshops and inviting local musicians, including those from 
schools and music academies, to perform on stage.

The orchestra has produced a series of concerts at the 
Gdynia Film School, as well as the 100 Years of Polish Film 
Music tour and project. The orchestra has its branches of 
musicians in, among other places, the USA, where it has 
organized, in cooperation with the Adam Mickiewicz 
Institute, a tour of Polish Hollywood Film Composers.

Joanna Łapińska
e-mail: asia@rebelbabel.com
mobile: +48 600 624 456

WWW.REBELBABEL.COM WWW.FACEBOOK.COM/REBELBABEL

More information about RBE projects is available at
www.rebelbabel.com.

During their concerts, REBEL BABEL combines jazz, hip-hop, 
folk, funk and brass bands with multilingual rap and 
singing. On stage, there are dozens of bands made up of 
brass musicians from various countries and soloists who 
recite their poetry in their native languages. 

REBEL BABEL concerts have an incredible power and 
strength. Their advantage is their interactivity - they 
engage the audience and include joint performances with 
amateurs in the program. For the latter, REBEL BABEL offers 
workshops to prepare them for their performances.

REBEL BABEL FILM ORCHESTRA






